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Role of biliary stenting in the management of bile duct stones in the elderly

Nearly a third of patients with common bile duct stones are at risk of developing recurrent cholangitis or pancreatitis.1 These complications carry a significant mortality in elderly, infirm patients so that prompt intervention to clear the duct of stones (or at least establish an uninterrupted flow of bile) is, particularly important.

Endoscopic sphincterotomy and basket extraction is the initial treatment of choice for a patient of any age with choledocholithiasis, which clears the bile duct of stones in up to 90%.2-4 Elderly patients in whom sphincterotomy and basket extraction is unsuccessful present a challenging clinical problem, as surgical exploration carries an unacceptably high mortality.5,6 Many alternative therapeutic approaches in those few patients in whom sphincterotomy and basket extraction is unsuccessful, include: surgical exploration, mechanical lithotripsy, extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL), contact dissolution, electrohydraulic and laser lithotripsy, and stenting.

Surgical exploration

Surgical exploration of the common bile duct is well tolerated by young, fit patients where the death rate is about 1% or less.7-9 In elderly and infirm patients the death rate may be as high as 10% or more,7,10 which makes surgery an unattractive proposition, particularly in patients with significant concomitant cardiorespiratory disease.

Mechanical lithotripsy

Using a conventional Dornier basket, successful endoscopic extraction of common bile duct stones is unpredictable for stones greater than 15 mm diameter and mechanical lithotripsy offers an alternative approach.11 This is performed using an endoscopically placed crushing basket. Several different designs are now available. The success rate using this technique can be as high as 80-90%,12-15 although several attempts are often required. The successful application of this technique seems to be inversely proportional to stone size as it is difficult to entrap very large stones within the basket. The success rate may be as low as 25% in stones with a diameter exceeding 25 cm.11 Stones situated above a stricture also present difficulties.

Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL)

ESWL fragments large stones using high pressure waves generated by spark gap, piezoelectric laser of electromagnetic generation. This method of treatment clears retained bile duct stones in 60-90% of patients, although some patients require repeated treatments.16-21 Mortality associated with ESWL ranges from 0-2%. Major adverse effects are uncommon even in the elderly.16-21.

Cost is the major drawback with ESWL, particularly as there are several cheap and equally effective non-surgical alternatives. Furthermore, capital investment in ESWL is becoming even less attractive because laparoscopic cholecystectomy is rapidly reducing the indications for ESWL in biliary disease in general.

Contact dissolution

Direct application of solvents such as mono-octanoin and methyl-tert-butyl-ether through a nasobiliary drain is much less effective in clearing bile duct stones22-26 than stones in the gall bladder. The success rate for bile duct stones is about 30%,26,27 The technique has not gained widespread popularity and its future remains in doubt because of these poor results, the labour intensive nature of contact dissolution therapy, and significant side effects including drowsiness, diarrhoea, and nausea.

Electrohydraulic and laser lithotripsy

These techniques are still under evaluation in specialist units. The basic principle is to set up a shock wave in the stone by direct contact with a high voltage discharge (electrohydraulic lithotripsy) or a pulsed dye laser (laser lithotripsy). These methods of lithotripsy, include the placement of a catheter in the common bile duct under direct vision using a peroral mother and baby scope or a choledochoscope inserted by the percutaneous transhepatic approach. Based on the limited data available, the success rates are 80-100% for electrohydraulic28-34 and 67-88% for laser lithotripsy.35-37 Complications of thermal tissue damage including cholangitis, haemobilia, and bile duct puncture, occur in up to 10% with the electrohydraulic technique. The death rate is 1%,33,38 "The place for these techniques is yet to be established. Both are costly and time consuming.

Stents

Biliary stents are an effective way of establishing free flow of bile in both malignant and non-malignant biliary disease. Stents can be used as a temporary measure in patients with common duct stones in whom simple sphincterotomy and basket extraction has failed, to treat and prevent cholangitis, and to 'buy time' while the duct is cleared using nonsurgical techniques (especially in the elderly) or before elective surgery in young and fit patients.39

In addition, there are several studies suggesting that permanent biliary stenting may have a role as a definitive therapy for endoscopically unextractable common duct stones in selected elderly patients who are poor surgical candidates.39-45 Such patients, usually with stones >15 mm diameter, when followed up long term (mean 16-39 months) after definitive treatment with a stent have had few biliary symptoms (0-25%).39-45 Moreover, when biliary symptoms do recur they can usually be treated conservatively with antibiotics or a stent change, or both. It
is encouraging that in the series published to date the biliary death rate is remarkably low (0–10%). This contrasts with the non-biliary death rate of up to 50% emphasising that this subgroup of patients is truly ‘high risk’, and justifies the treatment of their biliary disease as conservatively as possible.

Siegel and Yatto reported the longterm outcome of pig tail stents as definitive therapy for retained bile duct stones in 22 elderly (mean age 77 years) patients unfit for surgery. All patients had undergone sphincterectomy and a failed attempt at endoscopic stone extraction. Eleven patients had a stricture of the common bile duct in addition to the retained stone(s). After a mean follow up of 16 months, no biliary complications or mortality were reported, but 10 patients had died from non-biliary causes.

Cotton et al. described the outcome in a similar group of elderly (mean age 79 years) high risk patients in whom endoscopic extraction of common duct stones had failed. The mean size of the retained stone(s) was 20 mm: 12 patients were treated with pig tail and five with 10 French straight stents. After a median follow up of 39 months, two patients required surgery for biliary symptoms. There were five non-biliary but no biliary deaths.

Fifty two elderly patients (mean age 83 years) with large (>15 mm) endoscopically unextractable stones were reported by Cairns et al. They were treated with 6.9 French pig tail stents and four retrograde ESBL was performed. After 16 months recurrent biliary symptoms occurred in only four patients, all of whom were successfully treated by stent change or antibiotics. These were no biliary deaths and seven non-biliary deaths. No patients required biliary surgery. At the end of follow up, liver function tests were normal in all subjects in whom they were measured.

Soomers et al. reported the longterm outcome of 25 elderly (mean age 81 years) patients with very large (>25 mm) unextractable stones treated with straight stents. Ten patients were alive and well with no recurrent biliary symptoms after a median follow up of 26 months. Ten patients died of non-biliary causes. Five patients suffered biliary complications, which were successfully treated by surgery or stent change.

Straight stents were also used in another study of 15 elderly (mean age 81 years) patients with large unextractable common duct stones. After a mean follow up of 24 months, there were no biliary complications or deaths, but eight of the patients had died from non-biliary causes.

More recently, Peters et al. reported a group of 40 elderly (mean age 76 years) patients treated with stents for common duct stones. Of these patients the stent placement was considered as definitive treatment in 27. There was a median of two stones of 15 mm diameter. Seven French pig tail stents were used in all patients except five (who had an associated stricture) in whom 10 French straight stents were used. A median follow up of 13 months, 23 of 40 patients remained symptom-free. The overall death rate was 15%, with two biliary and four non-biliary deaths. The longterm biliary complication rate was 20% and occurred only in those patients with an intact gall bladder. Cholangitis occurred in three patients, of all whom had not had a sphincterotomy.

Most of the studies have used 6–8 French guage pig tail stents because, compared with straight stents, they probably cause less problems in terms of stent migration and perforation, in the setting of bile duct stones and an existing sphincterotomy. In addition, they can be inserted through the smaller diagnostic duodenoscope. In the series of patients we have reported, however, in which 10 French straight stents were used, no problems with stent migration were seen. Furthermore, straight stents are probably at least as effective as pig tail stents in terms of biliary symptoms and mortality.

Even though the stent is left in situ over many months or years, stent blockage does not seem to be a problem perhaps because in patients with large common bile duct stones, the stent works by splinting the stones or preventing impaction in the distal common bile duct or both, thus ensuring free flow of bile. The patency or otherwise of the stent itself is, therefore, not so relevant to achieving a successful result. If stents work by splinting the stones in the common bile duct then it follows that the diameter of the lumen of the stent is not important. There is no evidence so far that 10 French stents are superior to stents of smaller diameter.

What is the place of sphincterotomy in these patients? Clearly, if the stones are small (<15 mm), endoscopic extraction should be attempted after sphincterotomy. Our current practice is the early use of a stent as definitive treatment in elderly infirm patients with very large stones (>20 mm). A sphincterotomy may not always be necessary in these patients. Although there is some limited evidence to suggest that patients who have not had a sphincterotomy are at slightly increased risk of subsequently developing cholangitis, this has to be balanced against the short term risk of the sphincterotomy itself.

The success of stents as measured by freedom from biliary symptoms and low biliary mortality, is comparable with mechanical sphincterotomy and ESWL, and probably also to electrohydraulic and laser lithotripsy. Stents are superior to contact dissolution therapy and are the treatment of choice for the comparatively uncommon problem of a stricture below common bile duct stones. The main advantage of stenting over these other non-surgical techniques for the high risk elderly patients is that stenting is cheaper and quicker because it can be performed at one sitting. Furthermore, stenting is widely available, requires no additional equipment or operator training, and offers an effective treatment of bile duct stones in selected elderly patients.
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